bald eagle, fox, deer and turkey, as well as to four
special concern and threatened species

8. Cave Hill has great historic and cultural significance—
it was a Native American archaeological site, one of
PA’s first discovered caves, a trolley park, location of
the groundbreaking for the PA Turnpike and one of
the state’s first nature centers
9. Cave Hill is still an asset to the community and has
unrealized potential

Position Statement

The volume of fill New Enterprise Stone and Lime has
proposed to dump at Carlisle’s Cave Hill Nature Center
is twice as large as could be accommodated responsibly

Problems with the Proposal

10. In 1988 and 2013 the Boro has already sold parts
of the Park and then redirected the proceeds;
meanwhile, the Park has been visibly degraded as a
result and has received little public funding
11. The Park has suffered neglect and abuse since the
Cave Hill Nature Center Commission was disbanded
and replaced with the Parks and Rec Board in the
1970s

1. The amount of fill proposed (50,000 cuyd) is equal to a
football field covered above the tops of the goalposts, 12. Cave Hill Carlisle has filled a void and is making
progress by planning for the park, establishing
31 acre feet, or at least 2500 tri axle dump truck loads
a website, installing a picnic table and bike rack,
2. A 1904 topographic map shows that the bowl is a
enforcing rules, offering parking, coordinating
natural depression—a unique and sensitive geologic
cleanups, removing graffiti, remediating invasive
feature associated with the cave and karst landscapes
plants, planting habitat and promoting safety
and deserving protection
13. Dumping fill at Cave Hill will set back efforts to
3. Postcards from 1940 showing construction of the
improve the Park by discouraging volunteers and
turnpike reveal that the interchange was designed to
donors and by emboldening others to cut firewood,
minimize impact to the bowl, hill and cave, and that
4-wheel, and dump their own waste
then mature trees in those places were not disturbed
14. Dumping fill will remove mature trees and their air
4. Cave Hill was purchased by volunteers with the
quality benefits as well as bring pollution of diesel
Carlisle Kiwanis Club and donated to the Boro in
heavy equipment to town
1963 while another parcel was donated just in 2009
15. Cave Hill is Carlisle’s source of drinking water and
5. News articles, Nature Center Commission minutes,
every part of it is connected to the Conodoguinet
and surviving volunteers attest that outcry over
through underground conduits like the cave, carrying
construction of Cincinnati Milacron (now Bekins)
the potential to impact water quality and treatment
was a motivation for purchase of the park and that
costs
the intent of the donors and Boro was for the nature
center to be a preserve and thereby permanently
protected from development and degradation
6. Two Letters to the Editor submitted in December
2000 expressed concern over the rebuilding of the
Cave Hill Drive underpass, with one saying “the
dumping of cement, rocks and etc. thereon will ruin it
as a nature area,” and another writing, “the dumping
of stone on the site as work progresses would be
disastrous”
7. Cave Hill has been the subject of much ecological
research and is home to charismatic wildlife including
CaveHillCarlisle.org

Info@CaveHillCarlisle.org

6 Cave Hill Dr.

